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Abstract—In highly reliable and durable systems, failures due to aging might result in catastrophes. Aging monitoring techniques to prevent catastrophes by predicting such a failure are required. Aging can be monitored by performing a delay test at faster clocks than functional clock in field and checking the current delay state from the test clock frequencies at which the delay test is passed or failed. In this paper, we focus on test clock control scheme for a system-on-chip (SoC) with multiple clock domains. We describe limitations of existing at-speed test clock control methods and present an on-chip faster-than-at-speed test clock control scheme for intra/inter-clock domain test. Experimental results show our simulation results and area analysis. With a simple control scheme, with low area overhead, and without any modification of scan architecture, the proposed method enables faster-than-at-speed test of SoCs with multiple clock domains.

Index Terms—Aging test, design-for-testability, design-for-reliability, scan test, test clock, multiple clock domains

I. INTRODUCTION

Transistor aging has been a major concern in deep sub-micron. It is well known that, with time, transistor performance degrades due to failure mechanisms such as negative/positive Bias temperature instability (NBTI/PBTI), Hot Carrier Injection (HCI), and Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDBD). In the latest CMOS process technology, most dominant failure mechanism is NBTI which causes slow delay degradation and may finally occur a failure [1-4]. In applications requiring high field reliability such as medical equipments, satellites, aircrafts, and power plants, performance degradation and a failure can trigger a life-threatening disaster.

There have been aging monitoring techniques presented to predict a failure due to aging. The goal of aging monitoring is to give a warning to the system user or to conduct self-repairing before a failure occurs. For aging monitoring, delay test techniques are used. However, aging cannot be monitored by simply conducting an existing at-speed test. A faster-than-at-speed test is required because a failure due to aging must be predicted before the failure occurs. In order to decide a faster test clock frequency, guard-band interval is referred. The guard-band interval, as shown in Fig. 1, is the timing guard-band given to account for expected performance loss over device life time [5, 6].

M. Agarwal et al. [6, 7] and T. Nakura et al. [8] designed aging sensors checking whether the signal transition of the combinational logic output occurs out of the guard-band time interval. These techniques enable aging to be observed concurrently during normal operation by directly checking aging of actual data paths during normal operation. As an on-line self-test architecture, Y. Li et al. [9] introduced the concurrent autonomous chip self-test using stored test patterns (CASP) which performs on-line delay testing using the test patterns pre-stored in a non-volatile memory in the...
system. To improve the delay measurement accuracy, H. Yi et al. [10] referred to the measured voltage and temperature which is uncontrollable in field. In this paper, we consider an SoC with multiple clock domains. The above aging monitoring techniques performed faster-than-at-speed delay tests only for each core at a single clock. However, in a multiple clock environment, inter-clock logic as well as intra-clock logic has to be monitored. We propose an on-chip intra/inter-clock-domain delay test clock generation scheme for scan-based delay testing which can be applied in the existing aging monitoring architecture. We adopt an on-die clock shrink (ODCS) logic [11-13] with which we can generate a faster clock and adjust duty cycle. Using ODCS logic, we present how to generate intra/inter-clock-domain delay test clock patterns. The rest of the paper is as follows. Section II reviews related works and Section III illustrates our proposed on-chip test clock generation scheme. In Section IV, we show experimental results. Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

For intra- and inter-clock domain at-speed test, there have been several test control schemes. A simple model of a circuit with multiple clock domains as shown in Fig. 2 is used to clarify the ideas. In this model, there are two clock domains and an inter-clock logic. Each clock domain has its own scan chain and the clock frequencies of CLK1 and CLK2 may be different. The scan-enable signals, SE1 and SE2, may be connected to a global scan-enable signal. The on-chip PLL is used to generate at-speed test clocks for the purpose of reducing test cost or performing built-in-self-test (BIST). For intra-clock-domain (Clock Domain 1 and 2) at-speed test, conventional scan-based delay testing methods can be applied. In order to generate test patterns using a commercial Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) tool, one external test clock and multiplexers at each clock input may need to be designed so that one test clock can be used in test mode. Traditionally, scan-based delay tests are based on the launch-off-shift (LOS) approach [14] as shown in Fig. 3(a) and the broad-side approach [15] as shown in Fig. 3(b). In the LOS approach, higher fault coverage can be achieved relative to the broad-side approach with smaller number of test patterns. The broad-side approach, however, is more commonly used because of the well-known scan-enable signal skew problem [16, 17]. This problem makes physical implementation much more difficult in aging monitoring where faster-than-at-speed test is required. Therefore, in this paper, we exclude LOS based methods.

Intra-clock-domain at-speed test clock generation can be easily implemented by gating out two consecutive clock pulses (a launch pulse and a capture pulse) from the same clock source while the scan-enable signal is ‘0’.

Fig. 1. Guard-band interval.

Fig. 2. A circuit model with intra/inter-clock-domain logics.

Fig. 3. LOS approach and broad-side approach (a) LOS approach, (b) broad-side approach.
However, for inter-clock-domain delay test, a complicated clock generation control is needed. Fig. 4 shows test control examples for inter-clock-domain at-speed test. The inter-clock-domain logic can be divided into two parts, one part going from Clock Domain 1 to Clock Domain 2 and the other part going from Clock Domain 2 to Clock Domain 1. Then, if CLK1 is faster than CLK2, the two waveforms, Fig. 4(a) and 4(b), should be able to be generated for at-speed testing of the inter-clock-domain logic. In order to generate these waveforms, the existing methods have timely performed clock gating, considering the timing relation between two different clocks [18-22]. They adjusted clock gating enable timing using a delay control register or a shift register to make the launch clock pulse in a clock domain and the capture clock pulse in the other clock domain. However, as abovementioned in Section I, for aging monitoring, at-speed delay testing techniques are not sufficient. In order to timely generate and distribute launch and capture pulses for intra- and inter-clock-domain test. When a clock domain goes in test mode, if you change the clock source path from the PLL to the ODCS logic so that the test clock generated by the ODCS logic goes to the domain-under-test, launch and capture pulses for intra-clock-domain test can be easily generated using the existing at-speed test clock generation techniques shown in Section II. In order to generate launch and capture pulses for inter-clock-domain test, two consecutive clock pulses have to be split and distributed so that the first pulse (launch pulse) can go to one clock domain and the next pulse (capture pulse) can go to the other clock domain. A straightforward approach to distribute each clock pulse to different clock domain is to put a counter and sequentially perform test clock gating and multiplexing to each clock domain according to the counter value. However, with the increase in the number of clock domains, clock gating logics are added and thus make area increase and clock timing control become complicated. In this paper, we present a simple and easily controllable launch and capture pulse generator for inter-

![Fig. 4. Concept of inter-clock-domain at-speed test control (a) Test control for inter-clock logic from Clock Domain 1 to 2, (b) Test control for inter-clock logic from Clock Domain 2 to 1.](image)

### III. On-Chip Test Clock Control Scheme

#### 1. Problem Statement

As mentioned in the previous sections, a faster-than-at-speed clock is required for aging monitoring and we adopt ODCS logic as an on-chip fast test clock generator. We can shrink low phase, high phase, or period of the clock at a specified clock cycle. The range of the ODCS used in [11] is 200 ps in 14 linear steps. Fig. 5 shows a waveform for period-shrink-function of ODCS which is used for our scheme. The problems to be solved are how to timely generate and distribute launch and capture pulses for intra- and inter-clock-domain test. When a clock domain goes in test mode, if you change the clock source path from the PLL to the ODCS logic so that the test clock generated by the ODCS logic goes to the domain-under-test, launch and capture pulses for intra-clock-domain test can be easily generated using the existing at-speed test clock generation techniques shown in Section II. In order to generate launch and capture pulses for inter-clock-domain test, two consecutive clock pulses have to be split and distributed so that the first pulse (launch pulse) can go to one clock domain and the next pulse (capture pulse) can go to the other clock domain. A straightforward approach to distribute each clock pulse to different clock domain is to put a counter and sequentially perform test clock gating and multiplexing to each clock domain according to the counter value. However, with the increase in the number of clock domains, clock gating logics are added and thus make area increase and clock timing control become complicated. In this paper, we present a simple and easily controllable launch and capture pulse generator for inter-

![Fig. 5. Period shrink function of ODCS (at N+2th clock cycle).](image)
clock-domain test, the details of which are given in the next subsection.

2. Proposed Scheme

Fig. 6 shows our proposed intra/inter-clock-domain test clock distribution controller for aging monitoring. The clock signal, scan enable, scan in and out signals should be accessed by external test pins for production test. For simplicity, this paper only describes internal test control signal architecture. To clarify our idea, we assume that there are two clock domains as shown in Fig. 2. During normal operation, fclk1 and fclk2 respectively go to CLK1 and CLK2. During on-line test mode, the programmed clock (pclk) generated from the ODCS logic is used as the test clock. The Test Application Controller (TAC) is in charge of setting test clock frequency to the ODCS logic through the TAP controller and applying test patterns. Test patterns can be either previously stored in a non-volatile memory or automatically generated by a pattern generator (e.g. Pseudo-Random Pattern Generator (PRPG)). The aging test application has to be performed in field. The existing aging test architectures [9, 10] utilize idle time or power-on/off time for test mode. Once one or more parts of an SoC go in test mode, an aging test controller (or a processor core) enables the TAC and transfers domain information including the locations of the parts, whether intra- or inter-clock-domain, and test clock frequency. Then, the TAC creates scan-based delay test signals such as the test clock (test_clk), the scan enable signal (scan_enable), the launch and capture pulses (launch_pulse and capture_pulse) by programming the ODCS logic and controlling the clock gating cells (CGCs), multiplexers, and AND gates.

A waveform example for intra-clock-domain test is shown in Fig. 7(a). In this case, two domains are concurrently in test mode. During shift operation, test patterns/responses are shifted in/out at a low speed clock to/from two domains at the same time. And then, while the scan enable signal is ‘0’, two test clock pulse pairs are transferred to CLK1 and CLK2, respectively. Every time the clock frequency and the test clock path need to be changed, the TAC programs the ODCS logic and timely controls the CGCs, multiplexers, and AND gates. This is similar to a logic built-in self test (LBIST) clock.
control scheme called “staggered double-capture” [18]. For inter-clock-domain test control, we put the Inter-Clock-Domain Test Pulse Generator (ICDTPG). The basic idea is as follows. From a launch-capture pulse distributor’s point of view, when inter-clock-domain test, launch pulse and capture pulse respectively go to different clock domain (different scan chain). Then, we can perform launch and capture operation by creating two consecutive signal edges and distributing each of them to each clock domain instead of gating each test clock pulse out to each clock domain one after another. The consecutive signal edges are created by the ICDTPG and the edges are distributed by the multiplexers. This makes the clock control easy without clock gating control. As a result, we obtain the waveform shown in Fig. 7(b). When the scan enable signal, scan_enable, is ‘1’, FF1 and FF2 are cleared. When scan_enable is ‘0’, two clock pulses (test_clk) are applied in the flip-flops. Then, at the first test clock, the FF1 output goes to ‘1’ which makes the launch rising edge and at the second test clock, the FF2 output goes to ‘1’ which makes the capture rising edge. FF1 goes down to ‘0’ at the second test clock and FF2 goes down when scan_enable becomes ‘1’. In this way, the launch pulse and capture pulse can be simply and automatically created with the scan enable signal.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to conduct simulations, we set clock frequencies and launch-to-capture intervals as shown in Table 1. Based on Fig. 6, we assumed that the frequencies of CLK1 (fclk1) and CLK2 (fclk2) are respectively 1 GHz and 500 MHz which are synchronized. We also assumed that the target circuit uses the frequency guard-band of 20% [5]. This means that originally the clock domain 1 and 2 are able to respectively operate at 1.2 GHz and 600 MHz which are maximum clock frequencies. Accordingly, the launch-to-capture interval for faster-than-at-speed test of clock domain 1 should be set to one value which is less than 1 ns (=1/1 GHz) and greater than 833 ps (=1/1.2 GHz). We set the launch-to-capture interval for clock domain 1 to 840 ps and set the launch-to-capture interval for clock domain 2 to 1.68 ns. Since CLK1 and CLK2 are synchronized as shown in Fig. 8, \( d_1 \) is equal to \( d_2 \). Therefore, we set the launch-to-capture interval between two clock domains to 840 ps.

Fig. 9 shows our simulation result. The signal pclk is the clock signal generated from the ODCS circuit. It is gated by pclk_en to timely generate shift pulses and launch-capture pulses. When the scan-in operation is over, the TAC de-asserts pclk_en to set the ODCS to
generate the Shrunken Clock. The TAC de-asserts scan_enable and asserts pclk_en so that the ICDTPG can generate launch pulse and capture pulse using the Shrunken Clock. The simulation result shows that the launch pulse and the capture pulse are respectively transferred to CLK1 and CLK2 by the control signals.

From the existing works [9, 10], in [9], the area of their on-line aging test controller was less than 0.01% of the total area of the relatively large SoC, OpenSPARC T1 which includes 16 processor cores, and in [10], the area increase by their aging monitoring circuits was 8.8% in a small SoC which includes a processor core and 10 peripheral cores. Each of them internally uses its own intra-clock-domain test scheme. To apply our proposed technique to them, only our ICDTPG should be combined. Therefore, the area increase will be trivial. Aging monitoring techniques are targeted to electronic life-support systems or relatively large and high-end systems. In such systems, some increase in chip size and price is acceptable if reliability and stability of the systems are improved.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Highly reliable systems such as medical equipments, satellites, aircrafts, or power plants do not allow a failure during system operations, which might result in disasters. Failures in field can occur because of transistor aging. Therefore, one way to avoid disasters is to predict a failure by monitoring aging of devices and take action before a failure occurs. In order to predict a failure in field, an on-chip faster-than-at-speed test technique is required. In this paper, we proposed an on-chip test clock control scheme for intra/inter-clock-domain faster-than-at-speed test. We utilized ODCS logic for fast clock generation and designed circuits to generate and distribute launch and capture pulses. The proposed scheme enables inter/intra- clock logic faster-than-at-speed test i) with a simple control scheme, ii) with low area overhead, and iii) without any modification of scan architecture.
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